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New features include: Depth of gameplay: Using a variety of player animations, now the pitch is completely immersed
in the level of detail. New camera angles: We capture pitch-side angles allowing us to give our viewers a unique

experience. New ball physics: EA SPORTS BALL – new shape, size, spin and texture, which results in more realistic and
responsive ball behavior. Improved ball flight: Changes to the surface of the ball, as well as how it’s propelled from
the surface, improving ball control and timing in the air. New interactivity: Players now hold their ground for longer
during challenges to improve tackling, resistance and timing. Improved offensive and defensive play: Players now

compete for the ball more quickly and aggressively, while improved AI play results in more interplay between players.
Improved foul behaviour: Players will foul more aggressively and with greater anticipation, while improved animations
will result in less player pushing and more aggression. “FIFA is the most trusted sports title of all time. With our most
realistic physics and unprecedented attention to detail, we wanted to go beyond what was previously possible and

bring the pitch into the living room. Our goal was to develop a video game that would enhance the audience’s ability
to be immersed in the real-life experience of playing the game.” — Hugo Barra, senior vice president, EA SPORTS New

TEAM CREATION Feature allows players to virtually build their dream team. Create your own fantasy squad by
selecting from a variety of authentic-looking real-life players, then customize their attributes, attributes, skills and

unique player style: Custom Player Create your own player model by placing players on the pitch and mixing
attributes to create a custom look. You can customize the skin tone, hair color, apparel, kit and more. Custom Kit Use
unique player stylistic attributes to specify their uniform color, shorts length, socks color, and a team logo. Create a

different look for your players with unique kit livery. New POTENTIAL Feature allows you to create custom leagues and
matchups based on history, player ratings, and team and player styles. Create unique annual tournaments, leagues

or tournaments for your club. New PROBLEMS Feature allows players to virtually select challenges that come up
during a match. They can even select opponents’ challenges. New Authent

Features Key:

The Future is Female – Create and play as the new FIFA female players that take on the role of all of the
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world’s most popular clubs and country teams. Choose your kit, helmet, cleats and you can experience
improved gameplay, as well as new attributes and animations.
Shot Feed Technology - Emulate the face to face action of real-life goalkeepers passing ball back and forth to
each other with remarkable accuracy, using Shot Feed Technology. Shoot on sight and block shots with your
reactions influencing your goalies reaction time and making him or her react quicker to the ball to block it.
Finally new shots look better, reacting more accurately to the changing spin and speed of the ball.
Running Without the Ball Tech – If you don’t get the chance to dribble you will be able to take a lot of short
shots, peeling out from an offside position without the need to play the ball.
FIFA Personality – Discover who the real-life personality of a player is through their on- and off-field in-game
traits, style and behaviours.
Player Instinct -Learn to read and control the speed of your players movement and your opponent’s players by
making quick decisions and learn to increase your team’s skill level, increasing goal scoring opportunities as
you progress through the seasons.
Dynamic Weather - Create more realistic rain and snow using an actual weather model, with unpredictable
water and snow systems, an increased chance of injuries, freezing or an increase in fatigue as the day
progresses.
Winemaker Mode - Craft your own customised bonus and create a Brewmaster Mode where you can create
the ideal country wines using blends from the full range of 1,400 available grape varieties. This also includes:
Managing the process to find all 20 of the available ingredients locally (instead of from the single supplier),
producing a range of different flavours for you to mix and match, storing and conserving your wines, as well
as managing your winemaking team to keep them healthy and happy.
New Commentary - The most authentic gaming commentary available in any football game.
Unparalleled tournament play
Real Player Connect
One camera play
Trailer Park - Explore more than 300 locations worldwide
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